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ECA/FAO - ERDEA : ZIMBABWE STUDY

RURAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES IN ZIMBABWE1

1. INTRODUCTION

At independence In 1980, the Government of Zimbabwe inherited a socio-economic system which was
characterized by social, economic and technological dualism, evidenced by the existence of a modern sector
(commerce industry, commercial agriculture) dominated by the European settler population, and a peasant sector
which was generally under-developed, largely subsistence in character and poorly served in terms of both social

and physical infrastructure.

This dualism/dichotomy was under-pinned by a racially based political system, which made legal and
legislative distinctions between the interests of the European settlers and that of the African population. However,
In spfte of the distinctions it is clear that the two sectors were Inter-dependent, and that the development of one
(the commercial sector) was largely at the expense of the other (the peasant communal sector).

This distinction was most evident in relation to the land question. Estimates in 1981, showed that 51 per cent
of the land outside urban areas was held under private title, mainly by commercial farmers including big
multinational companies. The farms ranged between 500-2000 hectares and were largely located in the better agro-
ecotogicai zones. In contrast, the remaining 49 per cent was inhabited by approximately 700,000 fondles on
communal terms. Given the low agro-ecological potential of these areas, this number represents nearly twice the
ecologically sustainable carrying capacity. Therewas, therefore, significant overcrowding, poor husbandry and poor
agricultural and physical infrastructure in the peasant communal areas.

The definition of rural development was found within the context of the inherited colonial political economy.

Post-independence policy was formulated within that context.
Firstly, there was the removal of racial segregation in law, which meant that all citizens were eligible

to have access to ail the resources. The question of access to land was, therefore, bound to feature

prominently.

Secondly, there was the need to redress Imbalances of a socio-economic and political nature.

Representation was to be broadened in both central and local government. There was also a need to redirect
public sector investment programmes to the disadvantaged communal areas. ■ ,

Thirdly, as a result of the liberation war, there was an urgent need for reconstruction particularly of the
war-damaged infrastructure. This was particularly addressed at a conference on reconstruction and
development held in Zimbabwe in March 1981. The government's priorities for external assistance on grant

or concessionary terms were identified as follows:

- Emergency assistance in support of on-going efforts to restore the country to normality after

the upheaval of the war years;

- Support to facilitate the redistribution of agricultural land; and

- Certain types of technical assistance to fill gaps in the nation's store of technicians and other
expertise in order to carry out urgent reconstruction and rehabilitation projects.

1 Summary based on 'Evaluation of Rural Development Experiences in Zimbabwe in the Post-Independence Period (post 1980) prepared
by Dr. K.H. Wekwete, Dean Social Studies, Department of Rural and Urban Planning, University of Zimbabwe, June 1990.



Fourthly, all these policies were consolidated within the context of the Transitional Plan (1982/83-
1984/85), and a variety of other government directives on rural development. The plans and directives
elaborated the development priorities and addressed some of the means to achieve them. These included:

- Central government operations through the sector ministries and annuaf budgets;

- Local governments through their own local budgets, self-heip activities in cooperative and non-
cooperative forms; and

- Non-governmental organizations and external donors.

Finally, the definition and context of rural development was infi uenced by the ideology of the new order which
professed socialism. Most evident in the 'new' emphasis was the importance placed on equity - equity between
races, equity among regions and equity between the rural and urban sectors. There was also an evident bias

towards a welfare system in the provision of basic needs - shelter, education, health, etc. The state and its
constituent organizations would provide and ensure continued availability of services to the majority of people.

Rural development was, therefore, made a priority in all the public sector operations. All government sectors
were required to 'decentralize' or 'deconcentrate' their operations in order to be able to reach the rural people. The
settlement hierarchy was to be restructured in order to bring the rurai population into close contact with services
and markets. This was concretely expressed through the Rural Growth Centre Strategy.

The role of community-based organizations was largely articulated through the concept of cooperatives. In
tfje immediate post-independence era, a Ministry of Community and Cooperative Development was established and
there was a major revision of the Cooperatives Act. The policy documents on cooperatives highlight the perceived
role of cooperatives in terms of socialist transformation. There was also an attempt to link the traditional concept
of nhimbe or majangano [ = collective, but not necessarily cooperative, activity] largely used for such operations
as cuitivation and harvesting, with the socialist view of cooperatives.

In practice, although there was much evidence of self-help community-based groups, the majority were not
registered cooperatives. Most self-help groups had been inspired through government extension services. There

was also evidence of linking up self-help groups with national and international donor or non-governmental sectors.
What was dear was that the motives of the different self-help groups were linked to the post-independence rural
development drive. In many cases these groups existed for very specific purposes or even ad hoc purposes.

in terms of evaluating rurai development policies, it was vital to understand the overall contextual operation
of the non-governmental sector and the linkages it had with the public sector. It was also critical to make
distinctions within the non-governmental sector.

In most developing nations, including Zimbabwe, it was important to first distinguish between international
NGOs and the indigenous NGOs. The operations of the former were usually linked to international aid. Most
developed nations channelled official assistance either through the aid-arm of their governments or through the
established non-governmental development agencies. In Zimbabwe such assistance was formally acknowiedged

through protocols signed on a government to government basis Such programmes were formally channelled

through various arms of government and more specifically in terms of sector or area. In Zimbabwe, examples
Included the various provincial/district based projects, fn the case of rural development, these have been

coordinated through provincial planning units under the umbrella of the Agricultural and Rurai Development

Authority. Some have been channelled to specific sectors, e.g. water or energy.

Indigenous or locally-based NGOs varied widely in terms of their foci and operations. They ranged from the

more politically-based institutions, such as the Provincial Development Associations, to the very local level

institutions related to a very specific need. For example, a small farmer group focusing on marketing of agricultural

produce. Whatever their nature, they were locally controlled and had localised objectives, They were in most cases



formed to enhance local, self-help, self-reliance and self-initiative, in most urban centres in Zimbabwe, burial

societies were common examples of groups formed for such specific self-help.

Whereas the international NGOs tended to adopt broader rural development objectives, the indigenous sector

was generally more localizediand welfare oriented. They focused more on providing relief and welfare to very

specific target groups. In practice, however, the two converged because often the international NGOs preferred
to channel assistance through local NGOs. In this way, locally initiated self-help became linked either through

government or through their own initiatives to international donors and non-governmental bodies.

Self-help on its own did not necessarily mean an NGO. In many cases it just represented the way in which

a community was trying to tackle its problems using its own initiative and resources. In Zimbabwe, and many other
developing nations, there were many forms of self-help, mostly undocumented. The formal establishment of a non

governments body had legal requirements attached to it and, therefore, called for the adoption of certain levels

of formal organization.

The 1988 VOICE (???) directory listed 156 NGOs based in Zimbabwe which were involved in hiral
development training, income generating projects, cooperative development, small-scale enterprises, credit
extension, etc. Government policy on NGOs had, in many cases, been favourable as they were seen to enhance

rural development:

2. CASE STUDY 1 - ORGANIZATION OF RURAL ASSOCIATIONS FOR PROGRESS (ORAP)

2.1. The development of ORAP

in 1981, a group of Zimbabweans founded a non-governmental organization known as the 'Rural

Development Coordination Council'. Us objective was to promote self reliance in rural development through skills
training, sharing of expertise, sharing of information and sharing of resources at the village level. This would be

done through the estetetJS&rnftntQffc pilot development centreat Inyathi, Matebeleland Sou1!h?ThB formation of the

Council was a direct responseto the call by the central government for participation by both \oM and international
NGOs in rural development. It was in 1981 that the organization was registered under its present reime following
the terms set out in the provision of the Welfare Organizations Act. It was largely a self-help organization which.

because of its successes, had since attracted significant donor support. It was based in BulawayO and operated

primarily in the provinces of Matebeleland North and South. There were some limited activities in Midlands and

Masvingo provinces.

The basic concept advocated by ORAP was that of 'bottom up1 development [or putting the people at the

top of the agenda]. The organizational structure, therefore, emphasised village groups who formed umbrella groups
in their immediate local area, and ultimately an association for rural progress, The main objective was collective
self-help. The Organization was only seen as an embodiment of this seif-heip, and not as a head office. This lack

ot^iformalized hierarchical structure was evident in that all the extension workers were referred to as 'field workers'

- see figure 1. .

The philosophy, goals and objectives of ORAP were largely based on the desire to reverse the patterns

and processes of under-development then prevailing in rural areas. It also consciously recognised the need to

recognise and enhance traditional knowledge, language and social organization patterns;

Some of the features of this approach included:

- Improvement of ordinary rural folk to enable them to determine their own destinies. The concept of

rural development is taken is taken to mean 'taking control of what you need to work with';



- Collective responsibility which, in ORAP's philosophy, calls for a resource to traditional practices, for

example nhimbe among the Shona and amalima among the Ndebele. Such practices are meant to

encourage cooperative effort, but not necessarily a cooperative mode of production;

- Meed to engage in social learning at community levels. The communities should not be 'taught1,

rather they should learn through individual and collective experiences.

The objectives of ORAP very much echoed what has been quoted as 'putting the last first'.

Operationally, ORAP aimed to accomplish its goals through funding, technical assistance and institutional
support to village groups and umbrella groups.

The village groups consisted of between 50 and 100 families who came together for a specific purpose.

Because the target group was peasant farmers, the focus on agriculture or agricultural activities was common.

However, there were other non-agricultural activities - women clubs, small workshops, building and carpentry -

which were being encouraged. A village group was not limited to only one activity. It could engage In as many
actMtles as the members chose to have.

The village groups were brought together through 'umbrellas' made up of anything between 4 and 14 groups.

An umbrella provided coordination between groups in a given area, it was a forum for discussion of projects and
collective self-help for bigger projects.

Below the umbrellas were the "Associations' which were made up of a minimum of 3 umbrellas. Each

association met once every 6 weeks. The long term objective was for each association to have Its own centre for

assembly, skills training and community education. A field worker was attached at the level of the association. The

field workers were permanent staff who carried extension services to the umbrellas and village groups.

The Advisory Body was made up of association representatives, two men and two women from each

association, whilst the Executive Committee was concerned with matters of detailed policy implementation. The

Important role of this committee was to find international NGOs prepared to support ORAP activities: This fund

raising had become a major role which transformed the purely self-help nature of the organization.

Initial funding for projects was provided mainly bytwo organizations - War on Want and OXFAM (UK). ORAP

have since diversified funding from donors. They usually operated on a project by project basis. Although

International NGOs were viewed as partners in the process of rural development, primary emphasis was put on

local level development. Table 1 gtves the funding for ORAP projects in 1988. It is clear that the majority of funding

is from donors with ORAP acting as a filter between the international NGOs and the local communities.

2.2. Projects run with ORAP support

When ORAP was formed in 1981, the main objective was to provide non-material support for local groups,

with an emphasis on organizational capacity. There was only limited financial support for micro projects. ORAP

started with 6 village groups in 1981. By 1983, there were 300 and 650 in 1989. All this expansion had led to a need

for greater material support. The main areas ot activity included:

Service projects

Income generating projects

Drought relief

Development education and training.

Due to the low and erratic rainfall in the project area, water supply had been an important service to provide.

Piped water had been provided to seven villages. Such projects had been implemented in close collaboration with

the Ministry of Energy, Water Development and a District Development Fund. ORAP's intervention had been in

terms of drilling boreholes, providing plumbing engines and pipes. A number of irrigation projects had also been

developed.



Table 1. Funding sources for ORAP projects, 1988

Programme/Project

Pre-school programme

Binga fieldwork

Gwanda fieldwork

Tsholotsho fieldwork

Tsholotsbo water programme

Tsholotsho Development Centre

Eslgogini fieldwork

Bubi fieldwork

Kezi fieldwork

Midlands fieldwork

Lupane fieidwork

Lupane Development Centre

Esigpdini Development Centre

Vusfsizwe Development Centre

ORAP Education Support Fund

Youth training programme

Sikente school reconstruction

RUral technology support group

Plumtree fieldwork

Plumtree food programme transport

ORAP food programme

ORAP emergency food programme

Kezi schools nutritional gardens

Foixj, water and cattle

Research on drought

Source of Funds

Ford Foundation

Canadian University Service

NOVIB

NOVIB

NOVIB

NOVIB

OXFAM, Canada

World Council of Churches

NOVIB

OXFAM

War on Want

War on Want

OXFAM, Canada

OXFAM, UK

Action For World Solidarity

Action For World Solidarity

NOVIB

African Development Fund

Belgium Socialist Solidarity and

Norwegian Peoples Aid

Norwegian Peoples Aid

OXFAM, UK; Belgium Socialist,

Solidarity; Transfer Belief anq

Rehabilitation; Maize Sales

NOVIB; NORAD; Maize Sales

OXFAM, Canada

cuso

OXFAM, UK.

The second type of service project had been cattle fattening where ORAP provided feed, medicines and

technical expertise to family units in the village groups. In some cases ORAP also provided loans to 'groups'/

The third type of service project were the grinding mills which were provided to groups who operated them

of a self-reliant basis, in some areas these mills had become an income generating activity for their group.

The fourth type of service project was the improvement of storage capacity. ORAP tried to enhance existing

skills In food technology using traditional methods of storage, etc. This was vital in areas regularly prone to severe

drought.

In the field of income-generating projects, ORAP encouraged such activities as sewing, carpentry, building,

baking and brick moulding. These activities were common in most rural areas of Zimbabwe. The intervention fiad



been most critical in terms of improving the skill base and management capability of the groups. For example, there

were currently up to 100 village groups engaged in sewing.

Building was another important area of operations. ORAP had taken a lead in training builders and

carpenters. The various associations identified potential candidates for training from within their own communities.

After training, they were retained within their own communities. The objective was to provide training through the

workshops to be established at the development centre. One such workshop had been established at Bubi centre,

it produced household furniture and some wood carvings.

Women groups were most active in baking. ORAP encouraged the use of very low-cost technology in the

form of "dutch ovens". Bricks for the ovens were moulded locally whilst ORAP provided the skill for the

construction. Currently there were 120 groups involved in small scale baking in the project area. The main problem

had been the shortage of wheat flour which was rationed nationally

Pig and poultry raising were other examples of income generating projects. In the former, success had been

limited because of the relatively high capital inputs required. However, several groups recorded success with
poultry, particularly those operating near small urban and mining centres [where there was a market for the

products].

The constraints in income and employment generation were many and typical of the communal areas in

Zimbabwe. ORAP's involvement had been positive in mobilizing group efforts and in providing technical expertise

through field workers.

In both Matebeleland North and South, ORAP's drought relief programme had been a major service to the

communities. The programme had extended beyond the viiiage groups to cover the broader rural communities.
ORAP had approximately 10 large vehicles which had been involved in the drought relief programme. In good
harvest years, such as 1988, the vehicles were used to move grain from the producers to the marketing depots.

The transport operations were also an important revenue generator for ORAP, and the money generated was

invested in a revolving fund.

However, as stated in the organization's development philosophy, important emphasis was placed on

community education and development. This meant the Association members had to meet regularly to learn from
each others experiences. Therefore, regular local and national seminars were organized, and there had been

exchange programmes with other development organizations, locally and abroad.

2.3. Evaluation of ORAP's rural development experience

It was too early to make any final conclusions on a project of this nature. The main objective centred on
'improvement' of local communities to combat rural under-development. This was a long term process which could
not be measured quantitatively. However, a number of conclusions could be made using the existing evidence.

Firstly, ORAP's activities had complemented efforts by both the local and national government to promote

rural development. This was seen in the cooperation during project implementation and in the emergency drought
relief programme. ORAP's visibility at provincial/district levels would continue to grow as it acquired more business

for projects.

Secondly, ORAP played an important rote in attracting a variety of donors to projects. They had acted as
a filter and counter-acted the often negative tendency of foreign donor agencies 'adopting' provinces or virtually
colonising/partitioning them. ORAP's objective had been to allow rural communities to develop their own priorities,
which also made projects sustainable. ORAP encouraged projects at the village groups level which were controlied

locally.



Thirdly, there had been a recognition of the ImpoMance of b-r *■•■<"■> rrv women |,n projects. ORAP projects

brought together women and men ana emphasized joint decision -ioHmp *vk\ projoet implementation. This had
filtered through all the decision making structures up ;o Advisory !. .■ „■.* ivei.

It canT therefore, be argues lhat th* GI'iAF- ;.rfv -.;; m u> . .-<( l.^rcvK- givwh in productivity in both

agriculture and non-agricultural activities. F.qu'-tv had been an impc a: mt f ;bjc *;*■<? :n r.teciston rnafonn and rasourcF

allocation. Finally, it can b« argued trial there had been institution^ effectiveness, particularly in linkages wiih
communities, centra! government agencies arid international donc=s

Evaluation of the project? undrrtakpn y-o-r-h ORAP oa:;KV !■-- ar-;-1—■ -_\\l; a dftaiu-:d ariiiivsis of a

household survey, .it is only a! such levels iha* it becomes possible ■■.> quantify the chanops wl-.ich have taken pte

;;nd the issue of sustainabHily There is a nesd -o establish long-ti;r»-i ^^.iches \r. moniioi the eff^cis of intervention
by ORAP and other agsneif?!-.

Evidence so far suggests lhat ORAP had tried io avoid the "bu: oaucratic trap1; ai-r.inq to be hiphty rospoi^iv^
to local communities. However, it might he difficult in the long-ten-, ;,; nunago the multifarious proiecis wiihmj
some form of an established bureaucracy. There might aiso bt- n need to move awav from sinde activiiv
orientation, lo broader programmes, requiring more centralized m.-ii:igenu >M \l was observed thai there w^ i
problem in terms of data snd information handling at field level and also at hsad office.

3. MANICALAND DEVELOPMENT A^nCLATION

This Association was formed in 1980 by some politicians anr :-<-nio;- ,>>venmeni officials from Manicfi'ynd
Frovince. The objective was to help the province achieve its bro.v- ,,in:;-; ::n development and specifically rural
development, in character, therefore, it was a much more political onen^c org.-mization and with a much more
top-down orientation [that ORAP]. The Association wars alsc linked t- ■> she ruii.io ,;ANU (F?\ structures in that some
members of the provincial party structures automatically became n e;v;>;;iv of :ne Association

Such associations have been associated wiih local politics an i ^-/on with tribal sentiments. However, some
of the powers stipulated in their constitutione were; uliir^etely dpvsi. ■•. ■■■> ■-.J: aim.

- To assist in thn ojDeration, exionsion and developtTie.;--! -y proi^ou withJr; the province;

-To undertake the formaiion, oordinnnoii and a-iiisi'.'-.- <%or of;,;! iural developrnent committees in
Manicaland province;

- To encourage and assist in fhe formation of aiope^Hvt- projects, particularly in rurai areas -which
will benefit all the members of such cooperatives both social"y and economically;

- To provide assistance, borrow, advance or ra'se tair. for projects;

- To provide consultancy and advise;'/ service? on all scilvittes carried on by District Development
Committees in Manicaland.

The objectives ail point to a iora.l cfrvriopmei.t focus, strong r-opcraticn with central government agencies

and structures, and strong organizational linkages wiih the ruling p.-rty's organs. At the beainning. there was

suspicion from the centra! government agencies. The was resolve" li.rounh identifying a dear link ""between the
Association's objectives and those of the government.

The Association operates formally through the District Development Committees and has established two

training centres. Such training centres provided training faciliti*-?. i?. rural people in such fields as cooperative
fa1 ming, leadership and a variety of other skiiis.



At the same time that the Association was formed, NOVi3 ■? ■anoh IVGO) y;-riec io Give financial support

10 a number of projects in Mantes?'-"-* NOviP -rioprod thk f av ■ -. ,:: k& L'ts^ v Lnch resulted in the coming

together of its interests with those of the Manicaland Development Commiti.ee. NOViB first started working with

tf.-oaiised development associations, but due to financial men-igor ;nt problems it dec'ded to shift to the biager

Manicalend Development Corrwiitte-:11

When the Manicaiand Development Committee was formed it ;:.-■/! nofu;w:.- k. i-nderlahe meaningful projects,

p.M so the support from N0VI3 was most woicome. A three-ysar < '■ '-oiopment plan (1S86-88) was drawn up with

an estimated budget of Z$8 million. This was to be used to provide fcr transport, building a cooperative store,

construction of children's and women's centres- in addition, MOViB covered all the running casts fo; ihe Wanicaland

Development Committee's operations- nvergence of interest-;. moanr that MOVIB isad found a

vehicle to channel its funning for rural development assistance, while the ManiralatKl Development Committee's

existence was guaranteed. Projects f-om tho districts could be ."hannetloi to the Manicaland Development

Committee who would assess their feasibility and then use the "go. -.d offices" of NOVIB to fund the projects.

However, the relationship was not that straight forward because three key actors had been on the scene:

f" & ManicaSanri Development Committee which was politically motivated; ZANU (PF) the party itself; and NOVIB

■; ■,', donor. There was conflict among the politicians, particularly as to where projects should be placed, and

\ -ruwfien the donor NOViB and thp Manicaland Development Cctnrnitt^e about the approach tG development.

v, narfMsthe donor preferred a more direct grassroots approach, the Manicaiand Development Committee preferred

e f-iore forma! bureaucratic approach.

The role of the Manicaland Development Committee v-3i- ^itf- "-i "■ f'nm ^.''f d'soussed earlier under ORAP.

Although aiming to 'assist the grassroots communiLies' the mean* i -■ t.io this wore perceived in a more formal way

wiih ti'ie Manicaland Development Committee as an intermodnry dispensing patronage. The Manicaland

O^-'elopment Committee was not geared to be a field organization. !; ■.vas better viewed as a provider, it assisted

projects by formalizing their operations providing constitutions. C'.riat

fund;ng through NOViB

to aet loans ara.1 legal advice, etc. and

4, TH& GERMAN AGENCY FOR TECHNICAL COOPERATION (GT2

On September 29, 1981. the Government of Zimbabwe and tho Federa' Hepubi'c or Germany signed an

agreement on the tmp!emftr.ta*on o

operating in June 1962 within ihe framtjwork of the Agricultural and

Units. The establishment of thes? units arr^-e oi-t cf the ZiMCORD

various donor agencies. Their objeedv

R context of government poficy.

rur^j development proje-';: 'n Masvingo province. The Agency started

-jm! Development Authority Provincial Planning

. w funds ■■■■avir ■ ledged fcr rural devefopment

:uiou:: proijra.'rtmes and to link them up.withinwns to cooidinatp she

The first phase of the agency1; p-rc-am^ie (Mu ca 1990 cc f \-,....;- i.:.;-';} iuJ a specific focus ori support io

micro-projects. The agency's ohjoctives were perceived largely in terms of constraint removal ■ removing what were

*>■.. 'ii 8S barriers io rural development. The agency's rose was *'."; :->sr)ond ,o t::p nends of self-help in both

s^ricuitufai and non-agficu'turat activities. This resultPd in the suppr:i of 82 groups in tailoring and other non-farm

r< :ivities. There was aiso an improvement of access to water supjvirs through construction of small earth dams

and wells, and a sanitation programme which resulted in the building of 11.393 iatrines and 310 wells. Finally there

was promotion o:! market gardening, rur«l af'otestaUon and basic i^rrrmg techniques.

The rniuo-project phase was proviiice-wino and for iho ac;t ■".■:, n v-'as s tatvjliariiation phase. If made the

Ac-ency visible ?nd at(owed them to interact with sector ministries a*i<! other government agencies, ^evt-rai of the

D'j-tfict Councils were bestowed with revolving funds, which could lie. used to respond to requests fcr funds by the

micro projects. The Agency defined its strategy as 'sequential' planning in which prlorii •/ was given to familiarization

wish kev institutions



In the second phase, which began in early 1984, the agency shifted its emphasis to what has been called

Coordinated Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD), which is a variant of the Integrated Rural Development

Approach (IRDA). This was in line with the directive from the parent Ministry - the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement

and Rural Development. The directive called for a shift: from the micro-projects to integrated district programmes.

The GTZ, together with the relevant government agencies, chose Gutu district as a pilot area for this project.

; Gutu is one of 7 districts in Masvingo province and covers an area of 7075 km2. The average population
density is high and most of the region Is located in poor agro-ecological zones. The average oyerrslocking is as

high as 300 per cent. Therefore, one of the reasons for choosing the district was to try to address the severe

problems of high man-land ratios, poor social and physical infrastructure.

The principal features of the CARD programme were:

a) Target group orientation, e.g. farmers, or specific village needs, etc.

b) Package approach, where the target group is not provided with single measures, but with packages
to address crop and livestock production and services.

c) Appropriate technology, which meant an attempt to address the local technical possibilities;

d) Coordinated agro-services, which included marketing, input supply, credit, transport and extension;

e) Popular participation, included both local level grassroots participation and close interaction with
the local administration.

The project had been seen in three phases the first of which was the pilot and preparation phase to run from
1986 to 1989.

The implementation approach involved a close collaboration with sector ministries and utilization of a

programme team. In the areas of concern, the agency would second a member of the programme team to a

relevant Ministry, e.g. Ministry of Agriculture, who would then liaise at all levels of operation. There was also close
cooperation ahtf Interaction with local government officials and elected councillors. Intervention had been in the
following areas:

Land use, soil conservation and erosion control

Grazing schemes

Water supply and sanitation

Agricultural marketing (inputs and outputs)

Forestry

The CARD approach had been effective in many ways because of strong technical support (material or
otherwise) provided by the project. There had also been a strong participatory approach to all the components of

the project. However, as in all integrated projects, with multiple objectives, it had been difficult to give a quantitative

Assessment of its success or otherwise.

The project had been criticized as heavily top-down and not sustainable after donor support had been

withdrawn. Some had cbmmented on it as a project of "cars and high salaries" and that the plans had been largely
"office conceived". It had also been argued that public participation had been "provided".

A number of commentators had drawn out both positive and negative conclusions. Because the project was

still on-going, no detailed evaluation had yet been carried out. There had been significant "evaluatory" outputs from

consultants and from within the project, most of which had been positive in terms of achievement of stated goals.

There had also been several implementation manuals produced on credit management, livestock management,

village water supplies and agro-forestry.
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CONCLUSION

The three case cited so far were examples of differently conceived but relatively successful rural development

programmes. In all cases they were still on-going when this report was prepared. Therefore, no final conclusions

have been drawn. In fact most rural development programmes which have been implemented since 1980 are stilt

on-going. Most have a ten to fifteen year span, while the local self-help projects are probably going to be of a
permanent nature. It was also clear from the case studies that they were dynamic and responding to both the

political and economic environment continuously. It was also observed that most of the projects had been

conceived to fit with the Stated rural development objectives of the central government.

Given that the projects had not reached the end of their fife-styles, only a few lessons can be drawn:

a) It was very difficult to package projects in categories as outlined in the ERDEA Guidelines. In most

cases, projects reflected many types of characteristics involving central, local and international dimensions.

In most rural development experiences in Zimbabwe, the success depended on effective involvement and

cooperation of central and local government. Most projects had to fit and operate within government

structures - political and administrative, Most rural development projects also showed a close

Interdependence between government, self-help and outside funding. The three usually have to occur and

be found simultaneously. In the case of ORAP, close liaison was established with ministries operating In the
area and specifically within the project domain. In the case of Manicaland Development Association, there

was a clear linkage between government, party and the outside donor; and in the case of GTZ there was

a close link with the provincial planning unit and the district local structures.

b) In most Zimbabwean case studies, the most that can be done is 'monitoring' because the projects

are in their 'peak* having only been implemented in the mid-1980s, it is clear that more baseline studies are

required of the target groups In order to be able to compare project objectives and the outputs to

beneficiaries.

A typical positive output has been the support of micro projects. In all the three case studies, that was
where some quantifiable outputs could be measured. This was, however, not their main target, because in
most cases they aim for long term sustainable rural development, In the case of ORAP, it was

'empowerment' of the peasant village groups; in the case of Manicaland Development Committee more of
bureaucratic and legalistic support; and finally, in the case of GTZ more of technical support and passing

on of expertise. The overall equation seeks for development of self-reliant communities.

c) Most rural development projects have been successful because of the relative agricultural success

of Zimbabwe, particularly in achieving food self sufficiency. That overall success has cushioned projects and

allowed than sustainability because they have not had to divert their resources to addressing hunger or
famine on a massive scale, as has happened In other parts of Africa. We can conclude that in a situation
where the basic goods and infrastructure are relatively well taken care of, projects are likely to achieve some

relative success. Rural development Is an overall goal whose precondition is met when certain minimum

basic needs, particularly food, water and shelter, have been met, [a variety of variables have been met].

Within the context of specific projects, measures of growth and positive change, equity, institutional
effectiveness and sustainability, can only be relative. A project might be relatively successful in meeting its
limited specific goals, but a problem arises about sustainability when the overall economic and social fabric
is collapsing. It can also set the limit for meaningful self-help because then communities begin to worry about
survival in a very basic way. It also means that even the role of international donors gets well out of
proportion thus destroying any meaningful local community participation.

Where the basic fabric prevails, projects enhance existing lifestyles, technologies and productivity.
Hence, most rural development experiences in Zimbabwe have been able to concentrate on service provision

rather than basic agricultural activities.
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d) An important lesson from Zimbabwe is the need to have clear policy directives and "functioning"

local governments. This means projects are not implemented in a vacuum. Projects vary in their objectives,

but usually converge to stated national goals and objectives eventually. There is no good or bad project,

neither Is there one way which should be followed whatever other conditions prevail. Whether it is 'bottom-

up' or 'top-down', as illustrated in these three cases, there are many positive gains to be made depending

on the nature of the recipient's environment. If corruption is rampant, there will be limited 'trickle' to the target

groups, whatever strategy is used.

Ideally, research needs to be carried out over a substantial period of time in order to document changes in

not only the projects, but the people who are the targets of these projects, ft is only through such studies that we

would be able to make meaningful judgements on the future directions to follow.
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